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Defines IP address, listens for connection requests and then allows users to authenticate into the server using username and password Allows for password-protected uploads and downloads Allows for password-protected logins Can compress files to decrease transfer times and increases bandwidth Allows for automatic login Allows for the use of compression for file transfers Allows for anonymous
connections Allows for the use of multiple connections concurrently Allows for the use of wildcards in file names Allows for specification of file permissions Allows for the creation of a virtual directory Allows for the creation of a user-defined folder Allows for the creation of a file Allows for the encryption of transferred data Allows for the use of the sftp protocol Provides a log file for the entire
process Provides a list of users Allows for remote administrators to be connected to a domain via a server Defines the maximum number of concurrent connections for remote users Allows for the creation of a file in a folder that is inaccessible to the user Allows for the creation of a virtual folder Allows for the directory being invisible to remote users Allows for file permissions to be defined Allows
for a limited number of anonymous logins to be permitted Allows for SSL-encrypted logins Includes the ability to start the program on Windows startup Allows for batch file creation Supports commands for compressing files Supports commands for changing directories Supports commands for the modification of files Supports commands for the deletion of files Supports commands for file access
Supports commands for the creation of files Supports commands for the copying of files Supports commands for the deletion of folders Supports commands for the creation of folders Supports commands for accessing folder properties Supports commands for administering file permissions Supports commands for accessing user accounts Supports commands for connecting to local hosts Supports
commands for connecting to servers Supports commands for connecting to servers using a specific IP address Supports commands for connecting to servers using a specific hostname Supports commands for connecting to servers using a specific IP address Supports commands for connecting to servers using a specific hostname Supports commands for connecting to servers using a wildcard Supports
commands for connecting to servers using a wildcard
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+ Protects the configuration files and passwords from access by unauthorized users. + Supports FTP, FTPS, IMPS, and FTPS, FTPS, IMPS, as well as FTP and FTPS protocols + Supports SSL and/or SSL+TLS for encrypted communications. + Supports authentication using a variety of protocols, including plain-text, LOGIN, NTLM, and pass-through + Includes an interface for management of FTP
sites + Support of FTP over TLS for secured FTP over SSL + TLS. Supports SSL-only, TLS-only, and SSL+TLS + Supports FTP, FTPS, IMPS, and FTPS, FTPS, IMPS, as well as FTP and FTPS protocols + Supports EAC and SFTP for SSH file transfer + Supports IPv6 addressing for FTP site specification + Supports full local/remote login to FTP server + Supports PAM for enhanced security +
Supports SSH key authentication for FTP over SSH + Supports USER, PASS, and ACCESS commands for enhanced security + Supports anonymous FTP over SSL/TLS + Supports custom file names for anonymous FTP over SSL/TLS + Supports PASV and EPSV mode for enhanced security + Supports passive mode for FTP over SSL/TLS + Supports selective bulk transfer with PASV + Supports
reliable transfer for FTP over SSL/TLS + Supports sending DPO (directory path only) and DIT (directory entry only) commands + Supports support for FTP over SSH + Supports support for the STREAMS protocol for enhanced security + Supports secure deletion of files + Supports secure password rotation + Supports command execution with PASS/USER/PASSX/PASSWORD + Supports the
ability to perform file operations on files with read-only permissions + Supports user login commands + Supports the ability to cancel a login + Supports encryption for FTP over SSL/TLS + Supports the ability to support FTP over SSL/TLS in a network that already supports FTP over TCP + Supports editing of text files via standard edit command + Supports the ability to make use of features such
as INTERNALDELAY, LASTMODIFIED, and ENCRYPTIONKEY + Supports the ability to control a running FTP server through command line utilities + Supports the ability to write to a file without a size specified by the FTP server + Supports the ability to set the default file type + Supports the 77a5ca646e
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Titan FTP Server is a professional FTP server designed to help users store and share files through SSL/SFTP protocols for making sure data is securely transferred. As soon as soon as you run the application, you are offered step-by-step assistance throughout the entire configuration process. This way, you are required to provide details about the domain, namely description, saving directory, and
name. Plus, you can make the program run at Windows startup, encrypt the information by setting up passwords, and allow remote administrators to have access on your domain, provided that you have specified the IP addresses. What’s more, Titan FTP Server offers detailed information about each served running on the domain, such as time, number of active connections, total number of sent and
received bytes, as well as the total number of uploaded and downloaded files. Other important options worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to configure multiple servers under a single domain, create, delete, backup, and restore servers, and specify the maximum number of concurrent sessions that may be processed. When it comes to file management operations, you can make the
program show hidden files, hide items, allow file modification via MDTM and MFTMT commands, block certain file types, grant or deny access to different folders on the server, create virtual folders, and specify the maximum disk usage. Titan FTP Server also keeps a log with details about the entire process, which can be exported to plain text or W3C file format, and generates statistics about the
uploaded and downloaded files, deleted items and folders, and other details as well. Last but not least, you can use command-line operations, define a list with usernames and passwords that are used for authentication when accessing a remote UNC account, as well as set up mail sever settings (SMTP host name, username, password) and test connections. Advanced features allows users to run FTP
serves behind a router or firewall, specify the external IP address of the router, use the Mode Z Compression option for compressing files during the transfer process, and set the default compression level. Titan FTP Server License Titan FTP Server is licensed for a single machine. If you want to have more than one machine running the program, you will need to purchase the license for each
additional machine separately. You can find the price of the license at the official page of the software. You can also purchase more than one license at once and make your license usable for as many machines as you like.

What's New In Titan FTP Server?
Titan FTP Server is a powerful FTP server application created to help the users manage their remote files. The program is designed to help the users to store and share files via the FTP protocol that provide the data sent through a secure connection that provides the user an ability to maintain secure backups. Titan FTP Server allows the user to customize the main interface and connect the program to a
Windows server domain. Once you start the application, it will provide the user with an interface that requires minimal information to customize. The interface is divided into two parts that are intended to simplify the user experience. The first part is a table where you can view details about the server. The second section displays items that you can select in order to add, edit, delete, and restore
servers. To manage the components of the server, you must click on the "Admin" tab. This will help you see the different types of servers. Once you have access to the administrator panel, you can modify the servers that are running on the domain. To do so, use the "Edit" tab. Once you have selected the server, you can rename it, change the description, and specify the domain that the server is
running on. In order to encrypt the information of the domain, you must select the "Password" tab. After you have done this, you will have to provide the server information, including the domain, which requires the password and name to be entered. You can also add multiple servers under a domain. Once you have selected the server, you can delete the server or change its password and save the
information. The "View" tab allows the user to see the information about the servers. It also allows the user to make sure that a maximum number of concurrent connections is set. To manage the server users, use the "Users" tab. You must select the number of users that you want to have access on the domain. In order to change the users, you must click on the "Users" tab. After selecting the user, you
can rename the user or change the password of the user. The "File" tab allows the user to perform the basic operations on the server. This includes managing the remote files, configuring the file transfer features, and setting up the maximum disk space usage. The "Port" tab provides the user with an opportunity to choose the communication port and access IP address that are used for the server. The
configuration of the server also allows the user to set up the maximum number of concurrent sessions on the server. The "Log" tab is a settings panel that is used for logging the events that are encountered by the server. You can choose to disable or enable logging. After choosing the settings, you will be asked to enter the log location. The "Enable Command Line" allows the user to start, stop,
backup,
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System Requirements:
Minimum System Requirements: System Requirements: System Requirements:
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